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Introduction
A strong U.S. economy and low unemployment rate – 3.7 percent in August 2019 – have
made it difficult for many employers to fill open positions. Yet at the same time, many lowand middle-skill workers are feeling pinched by stagnant wages, which have grown slowly in
the 10 years since the Great Recession ended.
There are many theories for this paradox – including slow productivity growth, low worker
mobility, the decline in union membership and broader changes to the economy, among
others – but even the Federal Reserve Chairman admits that sluggish wage growth is “a bit
of a puzzle given how tight labor markets appear to be.”1
Regardless of the reasons, both issues matter to economic developers: They are concerned
about companies’ ability to get the workers they need to thrive, and they are concerned
about the prosperity of workers in their communities – their fellow citizens, neighbors, and
friends.
Hence this paper. In recent years, economic developers have put significant effort into
helping meet their companies’ workforce needs; likewise in regard to improving economic
mobility for people. They have had, and continue to have, great impact on both these issues.
But ultimately, it is employers who are best able to solve their workforce problems and
improve prosperity for workers. Given the perpetually scarce resources that economic
developers face, they are best able to assist
employers who are already investing in helping
themselves.
This paper looks at strategies employers are using
to meet their workforce needs that also make
employment more attainable, retainable, or betterpaying for low- and middle-skill workers. Rather
than profiling strategies led by economic
development organizations, the focus here is on
initiatives that are business-led or have significant
business involvement. The strategies included may
be implemented in conjunction with EDOs,
government and other partners, or not. The
primary aim of this paper is to provide economic
developers with examples of business strategies
that are in widespread use now, in order to share
ideas with employers who face similar challenges.

1

Marketplace (Minnesota Public Radio). “Fed Chair Jay Powell: We’re ‘independent of political
considerations,’” July 12, 2018.
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This paper complements IEDC’s 2016 report, “Opportunity for
All: Strategies for Inclusive Economic Development,” which
included case studies of EDOs in nine communities that were
working to promote economic inclusion among disadvantaged
groups. While a number of the strategies profiled here serve
similar ends, this paper is not about equity and inclusion per se.
It also does not focus on the attraction or retention of workers
who are mobile, highly skilled, well paid or otherwise
advantaged in the job market – though they, too, are positively
impacted by many of the strategies discussed here.

The focus of this paper,
first and foremost, is on
strategies that meet firms’
labor demands in a way
that also improves
economic mobility for lowand middle-skill workers.

Finally, it is important to note that the strategies profiled here
are not motivated by philanthropy or corporate social responsibility. Rather, the focus is first
and foremost on strategies that meet firms’ labor demands in a way that also improves
economic mobility for low- and middle-skill workers.

A Look at the Issues
What’s happening with wages
The reshaping of the American economy since the Great Recession – along with everincreasing costs for housing, healthcare and higher education, among other factors – have
contributed to diminished economic security for many American workers.
The problem began well before 2008. For example, wage growth is just now catching up to
where it was in 2003, well before the start of the Great Recession.
Wage Growth Tracker: Three-month moving average of median wage growth

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta
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In fact, real wages have barely budged in decades. Today’s real average wage has roughly
the same purchasing power it did in 1978 – more than 40 years ago. In addition, the wage
gains that have occurred since the 1970s have mostly benefitted the highest-paid tier of
workers. In 2016, Americans in the top tenth of the income distribution earned nearly nine
times as much as Americans in the bottom tenth. In 1970, the top tenth earned seven times
as much as the bottom tenth.2

Nationally, incomes near the top are rising at twice the rate of incomes near the bottom.
Source: Pew Research Center

Today, fully one-third of all U.S. workers earns less than $12 an hour, and 42 percent earns
less than $15 an hour (equaling $24,960 and $31,200 a year, respectively).3 Nearly 7 million
Americans are classified as “working poor” (living below the poverty line despite being
employed at least 27 weeks a year).
In many ways, the outlook isn’t sunnier. Employment growth is projected to be slower from
2018-2028 (0.5 percent) than it was from 2008-2018 (0.8 percent annual payroll growth
rate). And the largest job gains are expected in the personal care and home health aide
fields, jobs with a low median wage of $24,200 or less. By comparison, the manufacturing
sector, with a median wage of $43,540 for machinists in 2018, is expected to lose 640,700
jobs.4,5

2

Pew Research Center. “For most U.S. workers, real wages have barely budged in decades,” Aug. 7,
2018.
3
Bureau of Labor Statistics. “A profile of the working poor, 2017,” April 2019.
4
Bloomberg. “America’s Fastest Growing Jobs Pay About $24,000 Annually,” Sept. 4, 2019.
5
Bureau of Labor Statistics. “Industries at a Glance – Manufacturing: NAICS 31-33,” n.d.
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A threat to capitalism itself?
Workers aren’t the only ones concerned about their economic security. In 2016, The
Committee for Economic Development of the Conference Board released a report positing
that
[L]arge disparities in income and wealth pose a threat to the sustainability of
capitalism – the economic system that enabled our past prosperity and is the best
way to achieve future growth. But capitalism can achieve these outcomes only if its
benefits are widely shared.6
In August of 2019, the Business Roundtable – a CEO membership group representing some
of America’s largest corporations – publicly agreed. In preface to the roundtable’s revised
“Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation,” the group noted that “There’s no more
challenging issue for our country than how to preserve our free market system while
ensuring that the benefits of capitalism flow to every American.”
The new “Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation” declared that the roundtable’s
member companies had a fundamental commitment to “all our stakeholders,” including
customers, employees, suppliers and communities, not just shareholders. Specifically, it
made a commitment to “investing in our employees,” stating:
This starts with compensating them fairly and providing important benefits. It also
includes supporting them through training and education that help develop new
skills for a rapidly changing world.7

How the public sector has responded
As the Pew Research Center notes, the disconnect between the job market and workers’
paychecks has fueled popular and public policy activism. For example, states and localities
have been raising the minimum wage from the federal floor for years.
Twenty-one states raised their minimum wage in 2019. Both Washington and California
have a $12 current minimum wage. The minimum wage is $11 or higher in Maine, N.Y., Colo.,
and Ore. A number of states have plans for gradual increases of the minimum wage over a
period of years:
 Missouri and New Mexico, to $12 by 2023
 New Jersey and Maryland, $15 by 2024
 Illinois, $15 by 2025
 Arkansas, $11 by 2021
 California, $15 by 2022
 Massachusetts, $15 by 2023
6

The Conference Board. “Tackling Economic Inequality, Boosting Opportunity: A Blueprint for
Business,” April 2016.
7
Business Roundtable. “Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation,” Aug. 19, 2019.
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Source: Business Insider/Andy Kiersz, data from EPI and Wolters Kluwer

Other strategies state and local governments have pursued to boost economic mobility
include workforce development initiatives, wage and benefits thresholds for receiving tax
incentives, community benefits agreements, and place-based policies and investments,
among others. The city of Indianapolis, for example, starting in 2020, will offer incentives
only to businesses that pay workers at least $18 an hour and offer health care benefits.

Firms and the impact of the worker shortage
There were 7.2 million job openings in the United States as of July 2019, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.8 (By contrast, job openings were at a record low of 2.1 million in
July 2009.9) The unemployment rate, at 3.7 percent, is the lowest in 50 years, having moved
steadily downward from its Great Recession high of 10 percent in October 2009. So it’s little
surprise that a May 2019 business outlook survey conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of
Dallas found that 83 percent of respondents reported problems finding candidates to fill
open positions.10

8

Bureau of Labor Statistics. “Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey – July 2019,” Sept. 10, 2019.
Bureau of Labor Statistics. “The Recession of 2007–2009: BLS Spotlight on Statistics,” Feb. 2012.
10
The Dallas Morning News. “Lots of help wanted: How the labor shortage is slowing the Texas
economy,” June 30, 2019.
9
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U.S. Unemployment Rate, 1969-2019
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The impact of the labor shortage can run from inconvenient to devastating, both for
businesses and communities. The costs to firms of constant recruitment, training, overtime
and turnover are significant; by one estimate, turnover costs about one-fifth of a worker’s
salary.11 Worse, companies that are unable to fill critical job openings can end up delaying or
canceling expansion plans, moving out of a community (or out of the country), or closing
down altogether – fates that no economic developer ever wants to see.12
It’s important to note that the “labor shortage” isn’t monolithic; it varies among industries,
sectors, type of job and geography. Skilled occupations in industries such as technology,
healthcare and advanced manufacturing faced chronic worker shortfalls well before the
Great Recession and continue to face shortages today. What’s notable now, however, is
that occupations suited for people with lower education and skills – the workers hurt most
by the recession – are now some of the hardest to fill. Among the industries struggling most
to fill low- and middle-skill jobs today are manufacturing, healthcare, retail and hospitality,
and trucking and transportation.
In response, firms have become more flexible with their hiring protocols (e.g., eliminating
drug testing, reducing educational attainment requirements, and hiring from nontraditional
populations, such as the formerly incarcerated), adding benefits and perks, and raising
wages (see text box for more on wage increases).13 The increasing use of robotics is a factor
in solving the labor shortage equation as well.

11

The Urban Institute. “Making the Business Case for Employee Well-Being,” June 2019.
Governance Studies at Brookings. “The Paradox of Worker Shortages at a Time of High National
Unemployment,” April 2013.
13
CBS News. “These are the industries with the biggest labor shortages,” Feb. 4, 2019.
12
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Paying more: The solution for some employers
In response to difficulty hiring and retaining workers, some companies are raising wages.
In the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas employer survey referenced above, 58 percent of
respondents reported increasing worker pay in order to improve recruitment and
retention.
In 2015, Mark Bertolini, CEO of Aetna Insurance, announced a minimum wage hike from
$12 an hour to $16 an hour. According to an article in Harvard Business Review, “It wasn’t
right, he said, for a thriving Fortune 100 company to have employees on public assistance
with their kids on Medicaid.”14
In 2016, JPMorgan Chase announced that it would raise the minimum wage for 16,000 of
its employees from $10.15 an hour to $12 to $16 an hour, depending on geography, citing
benefits to employee attraction and retention. Fifth Third bank reduced turnover 16
percent when it increased its minimum hourly wage in January 2018 from $12 to $15; it
plans to raise it again to $18 in October 2019.15
Some industries and firms are better able to afford pay raises than others. The retail
sector, with high labor intensity and low profit margins, employs most of the working
poor (at a median wage of $10.77 an hour in 2017). Yet the labor crunch has prompted
several large retailers to announce pay raises within the last year:
 Amazon: $15 an hour minimum wage as of Nov. 201816
 WalMart: $11 starting wage rate announced in Jan. 201817
 CVS: $11 starting wage as of April 201818
 Target: $13 minimum wage announced April 201919
 Costco: $15 minimum wage as of March 2019
Raising wages is typically a tougher tack for smaller firms. However, in many cases, small
and medium-sized employers are finding they have no other choice to attract and retain
workers. Anecdotal evidence of wage increases at smaller companies abounds, such as
the Musgrave Pencil Company in Tennessee, which increased its pay for entry-level jobs
(with no educational requirements) from $8 to $10, and still has trouble recruiting.20

14

Harvard Business Review. “Raising Wages Is the Right Thing To Do, and Doesn’t Have to Be Bad for
Your Bottom Line,” April 18, 2019.
15
American Banker. “Fifth Third is latest bank to raise its minimum wage,” Aug. 6, 2019.
16
BusinessWire. “Amazon Raises Minimum Wage to $15 for All U.S. Employees, Including Full-Time,
Part-Time, Temporary, and Seasonal,” Oct. 2, 2018.
17
Walmart. “Walmart to Raise U.S. Wages, Provide One-Time Bonus and Expand Hourly Maternity and
Parental Leave,” Jan. 11, 2018.
18
CVSHealth. “CVS Health Investing in Long-Term and Sustainable Wage Increases and Benefits,” Feb.
8, 2018.
19
Reuters. “Target raises hourly minimum wage to $13, further topping Walmart’s $11,” April 4, 2019.
20
The New York Times. “Hiring Slowed in August, but Wage Gaines Accelerated,” Sept. 6, 2019.
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Likewise, Dallas-based W.W. Cannon, a company that
distributes material handling and storage equipment,
has raised the pay for installing supervisors from $20 to
$30 an hour.21
How can firms, small or large, afford to raise wages?
According to MIT professor Zeynep Ton, the solution is
to “design jobs in a way that increases workers’
productivity and enables them to drive sales and lower
costs. In short, you make it possible to pay workers
more by making them worth more to your business.”
Easier said than done, certainly, but possible in many
cases.

“When labor intensity and profit
margin seem to forbid higher
wages, employers can make it
work financially by designing
jobs in a way that increases
workers’ productivity and
enables them to drive sales and
lower costs.”
MIT Professor Zeynep Ton

What follows: Strategies
This paper focuses on three categories of strategies that can be used to meet businesses’
workforce needs while also boosting income for workers:




Education, training and skill development
Addressing practical barriers to job attainment and retention
Alternative business models

The strategies profiled do not cover each category comprehensively, but offer a snapshot
focused particularly on those that are newer or becoming more common. Some are simpler
to implement than others; some, such as alternative business models, are applicable only in
certain circumstances. Our hope is that they provide helpful context and food for thought
for economic developers and the businesses they serve.

Education, Training and Skill Development
Investing in education, training and skill development benefits both employers and workers.
Employers that participate in initiatives to boost overall education levels in a community, or
to promote certain career paths, are investing in their future workforce. Firms that invest in
training new and incumbent workers get greater productivity in return, while also benefiting
from improved employee recruitment and retention.
For workers, pre-employment training (e.g., via sector strategies groups) and earn-and-learn
models such as apprenticeships and internships equip workers with the skills they need to
get hired, or build those skills during an initial employment period. Ongoing opportunities for

21

The Dallas Morning News. “Lots of help wanted: How the labor shortage is slowing the Texas
economy,” June 30, 2019.
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training and education can extend workers’ job tenure by keeping them engaged and
building skills that allow them to earn better pay and advance within the firm (the Catch-22
being that their improved value in the marketplace may prompt them to look elsewhere for
a higher wage).
Generally speaking, firms invest much less in on-the-job training today compared to the past.
However, the skills employers need change more quickly today than they have in the past
(due at least partly to advances in technology). There are also fewer good jobs available that
don’t require any education beyond a high school diploma. These reasons, combined with a
tight labor market, are prompting employers to put more time and effort into training and
upskilling. Plus, they know better than anyone what skills are needed in their workers.
Employers are providing training and educational opportunities on their own (in-house or in
cooperation with a training provider) or, increasingly, in collaboration with other employers,
as part of a regional or sectoral partnership. These partnerships can keep costs down by
achieving economies of scale, and typically involve community or technical colleges and
workforce intermediaries.22
This section focuses on work-based learning consortia/apprenticeships and other sector
strategies, discussed in several short cases, because they are spreading rapidly as workforce
solutions. It also describes a metro-wide initiative to improve overall education levels.

Work-based learning consortia and apprenticeships
MACWIC23
The Manufacturing Advancement Center Workforce Innovation Collaborative (MACWIC) is a
statewide, employer-led workforce training initiative in Massachusetts. MACWIC was started
in 2012 by a diverse group of manufacturers who recognized that they shared the same
problem: finding qualified employees. MACWIC’s member manufacturers, now numbering
approximately 225, decided to come together to increase the pool of candidates with
demonstrated competencies in common, basic manufacturing skills.
MACWIC took the lead on designing a program to build the competency-based testing the
manufacturers needed. The collaborative leveraging its private training investments with a
public grant of nearly $750,000 to develop an industry-recognized certification program.
Working with training providers, educational entities, and industry associations was key to its
success.
The Applied Manufacturing Technology Pathway Certification is a stackable credential with
multiple entry and exit points for entry-level and middle-skill workers. Upon completion of
Level 2, students are eligible for positions such as machine operators and inspectors. Level 3
22

Investing in America’s Workforce. “Engaging Manufacturers to Promote Skills Development,” p. 68,
n.d.
23
Manufacturing Advancement Center. “Employer-led Workforce Solutions,” n.d.
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training, in combination with structured on-the-job training, allows students to earn the first
26 credits of an A.S. degree in Applied Manufacturing Technology. Ultimately, the
certification and pathway makes hiring easier and less expensive for employers.
In addition to partnering on training, MACWIC members participate in quarterly collaborative
meetings and sub-committee meetings and share data on relevant trends.
FAME USA24
FAME (short for the Federation for Advanced Manufacturing Education) is a collaborative
group of manufacturers and other employers of technical workers that implements dualtrack, work/study education to create a pipeline of skilled workers. FAME apprentices
receive a two-year industrial degree, Advanced Manufacturing Technician, while working in
their sponsor’s manufacturing facility. FAME chapters currently operate in 13 states.
FAME companies form partnerships with local educational institutions (typically local
community or technical colleges). Students attend classes two full days per week and get
paid work experience with a sponsoring employer during the remaining three days.
Company sponsors can hire students into full-time positions on completion of the program.

24

The following section is excerpted from the National Association of Manufacturers, FAME-USA and
the Manufacturing Institute.
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FAME started at a Toyota plant in Georgetown, Ky., in 2006. In September 2019, it became
part of the National Association of Manufacturers’ Manufacturing Institute, which plans to
expand the program nationwide.

Sector strategies: UpSkill Houston25
In 2014, amid a booming economy, employers in Houston’s key economic sectors were
struggling to find middle-skill workers – those who can fill jobs that require more than a high
school diploma but less than a four-year degree. In response, the Greater Houston
Partnership launched UpSkill Houston, an employer-led workforce effort with three aims:





Attract unemployed and underemployed Houston residents and youth to middleskill positions across the region, in part by raising awareness of and changing
perceptions about these careers.
Train individuals in the technical and employability skills necessary for success, using
curricula built around industry demand and aligned across the sector for portability.
Place and retain these workers in middle-skill jobs on career paths that reward those
who continue to upgrade their skills and mentor those who need a little support.

UpSkill Houston focuses on the skills gap in seven sectors critical to the region’s economy:
petrochemical manufacturing; industrial and commercial construction; healthcare; port,
maritime, logistics; utilities; advanced
manufacturing; and oil and gasupstream and midstream.
Employer-led councils collaborate with
industry, education, social services,
and the public sector to develop and
refine training programs, recruit
students, increase completion rates,
and place graduates.26 Two of the
most active councils are the
petrochemical sector council and the
construction sector council. The
petrochemical sector council has
helped significantly increase
enrollment in relevant courses at
community colleges and raised
completion rates for degrees and
credit and non-credit certificates for
technical programs. In addition, the
PetrochemWorks.com website both
25
26

Information in this section is excerpted from UpSkill Houston and the Greater Houston Partnership.
The Urban Institute. “Public Funding for Job Training at the State and Local Level,” June 2018.
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matches jobseekers with the occupations that employers need, and provides information
about training opportunities among community college partners. The construction sector
council has implemented several successful prototypes for identifying, training, and placing
workers in middle-skill positions in industrial and commercial construction.

Regional education initiatives: KC Rising
KC Rising is a long-term, shared vision to accelerate the economic growth of the Kansas City
region. It started with a study by the Mid-America Regional Council and the Brookings
Institution in 2014 that found that the region wasn’t performing as well as some of its peers
when it came to economic recovery from the Great Recession.
KC Rising brings together businesses and
civic entities to “build collaborative scale,
create system alignment, promote publicprivate partnerships and leverage existing
initiatives in support of realizing Kansas
City’s potential”.27 Its mission is to drive
the Kansas City region’s growth such that
it is in the top 10 of its 30 peer metros on a
variety of measurable outcomes. The
entire approach is heavily focused on datadriven strategies, emphasizing data
analysis and measurement throughout the
design and implementation phases.
Although KC Rising receives some funding
support from four regional civic entities,28
the vast majority of the work is undertaken
by volunteers from local businesses and
educational institutions. KC Rising
maintains a strong business-led focus to
identify and address challenges that
hamper Kansas City’s growth potential.

KC Rising has its roots in the philanthropic
work of 15 CEOs from local businesses that
came together in the 1960s to strategically
deploy their private and corporate
resources, influence and expertise for
community improvement. The group, called
the Civic Council, is still engaged in the
community and KC Rising.
The Civic Council has expanded to
approximately 100 members. Although
most of its work over the decades remained
behind the scenes, KC Rising is very public in
its approach, and wants to expand beyond
the largest local corporations to include
small and medium-sized businesses,
government, education and other
community leaders.

One of its three areas of focus, titled People, aims to “develop, attract and retain the talent
needed to increase the region’s pace of innovation and sustain inclusive growth.”29 Early on,

27

The Civic Council of Greater Kansas City. “KC Rising,” N.d.
Staffing and financial resources for KC Rising are provided by the Civic Council of Greater Kansas
City, KC Area Development Council, Mid-America Regional Council (MARC) and the Greater KC
Chamber of Commerce.
29
https://kcrising.com/people/. The other areas being trade (focused on improving exports and global
competitiveness) and ideas (focused on strengthening the innovation and entrepreneurship
ecosystem).
28
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the focus of the People Committee was on talent development; employers said 60 to 70
percent of their talent came from the region, and they were satisfied with the quality of the
local talent pool. In response, initiatives were launched to improve graduation rates and the
career readiness of students upon high school graduation; reduce disparities in educational
attainment; and align post-secondary learning opportunities with high-demand fields. There
was also an early focus on attracting students in STEM-related fields to the KC metro and
retaining them after graduation. Below are the details of specific programs under the People
focus area.


Talent to Industry Exchange (TIE) is a public-private partnership to bring industry and
education groups together to address issues of labor supply in key industry sectors.
The goal is to improve attraction and retention of businesses in three industry
sectors: life sciences, skilled trades and design. A labor analysis has been completed
for each of these, and will be used to inform the development of action plans and
implementation of strategies.



KC Degrees helps adults who aspire to complete a college degree by engaging
community partners to align resources, remove barriers, and create new pathways.
The main focus is on encouraging adults to return to college and improve their job
prospects.



KC Scholars is designed to increase the number of post-secondary degree-holders in
the metro area. KC Scholars provides the means – through scholarships, financial
14
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incentives to promote college savings, and support services – for low- and
moderate-income students and adults to pursue and complete a postsecondary
credential or degree. (It is now a separate organization led by a community board,
and received significant funding from the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation.)


Gradforce KC supports postsecondary education that prepares graduates for jobs in
high-demand fields by bringing businesses and educational institutions together. In
partnership with the Lumina Foundation, the program offers technical and planning
assistance, data tools, flexible funding and the ability to customize degree plans that
will best suit the region’s needs.

Although KC Rising has designed and started or implemented a multitude of initiatives, it is
already thinking about its next iteration. In the future, it aims to better engage small and
medium-sized businesses and lawmakers, be more inclusive, and also address systemic
problems through broader change, rather than initiatives or pilot projects. Yet some of the
same priorities will continue, such as education and economic empowerment.
Transportation is being considered as a possible addition. KC Rising may also identify one
specific industry sector on which to focus multiple strategies.

Addressing Practical Barriers to Job Attainment and
Retention
Many individuals face economic mobility challenges due to circumstances outside of work.
In other words, “life happens” – children (or their care provider) get sick, a car breaks down,
or another emergency occurs at home that prevents someone from getting to work, or from
even looking for work in the first place.
Sometimes, it’s not a crisis but general, ongoing stress that threatens a person’s ability to
get and keep a job – e.g., unsafe or inadequate housing, debt problems, domestic abuse,
etc. Employees who face instability in their lives have great difficulty consistently showing up
to work, engaging with their work, and ultimately holding on to their jobs, research shows.30
Students face the same issues, especially low- and middle-income students that may need to
work part time in order to support themselves. Finally, a challenge for some individuals is
finding a job in the first place; they may lack of knowledge and connections that aid in a
successful job search.
This section provides a brief overview of employer solutions to job attainment and retention
problems, including childcare and transportation, job search assistance and other wraparound services.

30

The Urban Institute. “Making the Business Case for Employee Well-Being,” June 2019.
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Employer Resource Networks
Employer Resource Networks (ERNs) evolved in west Michigan in the mid-2000s as an
employer-led solution to the retention of workers who face personal challenges to keeping a
job.
ERNs are consortia of small to mid-sized businesses, often in diverse industries, that come
together to solve common workforce problems. Their most visible strategy is to jointly fund
case workers called success coaches.
Success coaches provide fast, confidential problem-solving to employees who are
struggling. They provide job retention services, assist with removing barriers, and connect
employees with community resources to help them overcome problems outside of work
that affect their productivity in the workplace.31 Examples of the type of assistance provided
include:







Coaching on how to be successful at work,
including communication skills, conflict
resolution, social and professional
expectations, and understanding
employer policies
Problem-solving and referrals to assistance
for child care, transportation, utilities,
housing, legal issues, food, clothing,
health/insurance issues, domestic violence,
and other challenges
Loans, financial counseling and literacy,
credit repair, foreclosure prevention
Help with navigating assistance from
government agencies and transitioning
from public benefits as earnings rise

Employers benefit from ERNs when
job turnover rates and the cost of
skill building and training decrease
and productivity increases.
ERN member businesses average
150%-600% return on their
investment following the initial
startup period.
Source: ERN USA

Success coaches meet employees at their worksites, or third places such as libraries or
coffee shops, and are accessible by phone, email and text. Employee activity is reported in
aggregate to employers by company on a monthly basis to ensure employee confidentiality.
In addition to sharing the services of success coaches, ERN members meet regularly to
discuss ways to improve employee performance, hold joint trainings, share policies and
procedures, and address other common workforce challenges and issues.
The Great Lakes Bay ERN
The Great Lakes Bay ERN, in Saginaw, Michigan, has been in place since 2014. The Great
Lakes Bay ERN is administered by the PartnerSHIFT Network, a 501c3 with a long history of
31

Employee Resource Network. “Improving Job Retention Through Private–Public Partnerships,”
Dec. 2016.
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workforce development innovations in the community.32 Through the PartnerSHIFT
Network, member employers co-fund success coaches to provide onsite services to their
employees.
One of the member companies is Nexteer Automotive, a manufacturer of steering and
driveline products with a significant presence in Saginaw. “We have learned a lot through
the success coaches,” said Julie Malesky,
Great Lakes Bay ERN Results
organizational effectiveness manager at
Nexteer and current chair of the Great
 Employer return on investment: 831%
Lakes Bay ERN. “It opened our eyes to
 Employees served: 700
barriers to all our employees, whether that
 Total employee requests: 1287
is child care, transportation, or abusive
 Total services: 2292
relationships. It has helped all the
 Employee utilization: 14.7%
employers become more sensitive to those
issues, which they didn’t always think of as
Source: Oct 2017-Sept 2018 YE Report
employer issues. Now we realize that
anything that prevents employees from getting here is an employer issue.”
One of the services offered by the Great Lakes Bay ERN (in partnership with local financial
institutions) is a hardship loan and savings program. The loan is designed to help employees
who are facing a financial emergency (e.g., auto repair, appliance purchase, utility payment,
etc.). The loan includes a small savings component which both contributes to the loan
repayment amount and encourages the habit of saving.
While success coaches are the backbone of the program, the Great Lakes Bay ERN has
expanded beyond success coaching to improve access to both transportation and child care
in the region. The ERN initiated the creation of a child care facility that is open for drop-offs
24 hours a day, seven days a week, and is now looking at snow-day camps for days when
schools are closed. It also initiated a curb-to-curb transportation service.
As Malesky said, “Nexteer is successful when our employees are successful. We succeed the
most when employees are at work.”
Currently, ERNs operate in nine states: Arizona, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, New York,
Ohio, Tennessee, Texas and Wisconsin. Michigan has ERNs in 12 communities. ERNs can start
anywhere that a group of employers decides it wants to collaborate to solve workforce
retention problems.

Childcare solutions
The lack of affordable, reliable, quality childcare keeps many people (primarily women, but
men as well) either out of the workforce altogether or struggling to maintain consistent
attendance at work.

32

PartnerSHIFT Network is a dba of the Saginaw County Business & Education Partnership.
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Companies increasingly are offering back-up childcare for when primary arrangements fall
through. Care.com, a major provider of backup childcare, says its Care@Work program for
employers is its fastest-growing division. Similarly, Bright Horizons, the largest operator of
employer-sponsored child-care centers, reports “a 70 percent increase in companies
offering backup-care benefits over the past five years.”33
Some companies provide child care onsite or nearby as an employee perk. According to the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation, when companies provide childcare, employee
absence decrease by up to 30 percent and job turnover declines by as much as 60 percent.34
Patagonia, Prudential, Johnson & Johnson, and Home Depot all have on-site daycare
centers.35
But it’s not just the biggest companies that can offer onsite child care. For example, Badger
is a New Hampshire-based company with approximately 80 employees that manufactures
skin care products. Its “Babies at Work” program allows employees to bring their babies to
work until the child is six months old or until the baby starts crawling. Parents are paid 30
hours per week during the agreement, leaving two hours per day to attend to the baby’s
needs.

33

The Washington Post. “Amazon moms are every working mom, calling for back-up daycare
benefits,” Mar. 6, 2019.
34
U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation. “Case Study: Home Depot’s Employer-Supported
Childcare,” N.d.
35
Vox. “Moms at Amazon are fighting for child care. The company would benefit from listening.,”
Mar. 5, 2019.
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Badger also opened its own full-day, partially subsidized child care center for children of
Badger employees. The center is located a quarter of a mile from the company's main
facility. Badger employees’ children generally make up about half of total enrollment.
Some other strategies that employers can use to ease the strain on working parents include
not holding meetings before 9:30 am or after 4:00 pm; making schedules predictable;
offering flexible scheduling; and offering flexible spending accounts for child care
expenses.36

Transportation solutions
Reliable transportation to work is, of course, critical to getting and keeping a job, and the
barriers can take many forms. Many workplaces aren’t served by any public transportation,
so a car is required. Or, public transportation covers a significant distance between home
and workplace, but still leaves the employee without good options for the first mile, last
mile, or both.
According to a study of county-level data from six Midwestern states, counties with bus
transit had lower employee turnover rates:
For the region, [researchers] estimated that fixed-route public transit reduced
manufacturing employee turnover by 1,100 to 1,200 workers per year and that the
cost savings of this reduced turnover rate was $5.3 million to $6.1 million per year.
For retail, they estimated reduced employee turnover of 900 to 1,000 workers and
cost savings of the reduced turnover as $1.7 million to $1.9 million per year.37
Pre-tax transit benefits, company rideshare and carpooling networks, and subsidized transit
passes all are common (or relatively common) benefits offered by employers. Multiple
companies in the San Francisco Bay Area and Silicon Valley operate employee shuttles, as do
anchor institutions and larger employers in large metro areas. Not infrequently, larger
companies will partner with transit providers to create and finance a dedicated route that
enables workers to access jobs in a suburban setting. (Examples include partnerships
between United Parcel Service and the Merrimack Valley Regional Transit Authority38 and
between the Pittsburgh International Airport and the Port Authority of Allegheny County.39)
But for many front-line workers who live in or commute to less-dense regions or rural areas;
for those who work atypical hours, such as night shifts; and those who work for smaller
companies that lack resources or partners to help with transportation challenges, there are
36

Harvard Business Review. “How Some Companies Are Making Child Care Less Stressful For Their
Employees,” April 14, 2017.
37
American Public Transportation Association. “Supporting Late-Shift Workers: Their Transportation
Needs and the Economy,” p. 29, Sept. 2019.
38
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta. “Investing in America’s Workforce,”, p. 52, 2018.
39
American Public Transportation Association. “Supporting Late-Shift Workers: Their Transportation
Needs and the Economy,” p. 29, Sept. 2019.
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no easy answers to the
transportation dilemma. One
recent solution being tried in many
communities (typically
implemented by transit agencies,
however, rather than employers) is
partnerships with ride-hailing
services such as Lyft or Uber to
provide subsidized first/last-mile
service to or from public
transportation stops. Many of
these programs are in stages too
early to determine their
sustainability; in some
communities, they have been
terminated because they either
were not well used or were too
well used (and therefore
expensive). They also tend to be
cost-prohibitive for regular use by
many workers.40
Many companies and apps have
sprung up in recent years to help
employers with mobility solutions for workers, and experiments will continue as both
logistical and vehicle technologies advance.
Columbus, Ohio’s C-pass
In downtown Columbus, Ohio, property owners in the Capital Crossroads Special
Improvement District (CCSID) have partnered with the Mid-Ohio Regional Planning
Commission and the Central Ohio Transit Authority to offer free, unlimited-access bus passes
to downtown workers. Though the program grew out of concerns that a parking shortage
would stymie new downtown development, it has ended up reducing transportation costs
for workers and helping with employee retention as well.41
More than 400 companies have enrolled in the C-pass program. A survey released in August
2019 found that since C-pass began in June of 2018, transit ridership has increased from
approximately 5 percent of downtown workers to 10-14 percent.
In addition, the survey found that 34 percent of companies cited C-pass as helping them
recruit and retain employees. According to the manager at one downtown employer, “It
definitely has helped our associates in their ability to get to and from work,” said Geri
40
41

WIRED. “Transit Agencies Turn to Uber for the Last Mile,” June 29, 2019.
Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission. “About Our Partnership,” N.d.
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Lombard, who manages the Hotel LeVeque, which employs a little more than 100. “It is a
hiring incentive. Not all the Downtown areas have that incentive.” 42
C-pass is funded by $2.5 million in property assessment plus another $2.5 million in federal
funds. The program currently is funded through the end of 2020.

Job search support
Low- and middle-skill workers and students may encounter barriers during the job search
process itself, such as not fully understanding job descriptions and how to match their own
skills to it, what types of employers to reach out to, how to approach employers, experience
requirements, interview skills, etc. Support during and immediately after a student finishes
their educational program can be extremely valuable as they navigate unfamiliar territory to
find their first job.
Ascend Indiana
Ascend Indiana (Ascend) is part of the Central Indiana Corporate Partnership (CICP), a nonprofit formed in 1999 to bring together the chief executives of Central Indiana’s prominent
corporations, foundations and universities in a strategic, collaborative effort to further the
region’s continued prosperity and growth. Working under the CICP umbrella, Ascend
addresses long-term workforce and talent issues for the local industry clusters.

42

The Columbus Dispatch. “More Downtown workers taking the bus because of Cpass,” Aug. 14,
2019.
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In recent years, as the demand for talented workers has increased, the supply has remained
consistent, according to Jason Kloth, president & CEO of Ascend Indiana. Furthermore,
there appears to be a disconnect: Job-seekers are not able to find jobs and employers are
not able to find skilled workers. One barrier on the job-seekers’ side is job descriptions that
use technical terms that they may not fully understand. On the other hand, many employers
(aside from the largest companies) are not equipped to handle the volume of applications
they may get for some openings, or they may not have the recruitment reach to attract
qualified applicants.
Ascend works at the nexus of employers, job seekers and higher education institutions
through two distinct offerings:


Ascend Network is a cloud-based technology platform to match job seekers
(currently students from community colleges and four-year institutions) and large
employers using skills as the basis for match-making, rather than job descriptions
and resumes. In the two-plus years since its launch, Ascend has signed up 260
employers in the region, posted more than 3,000 job opportunities, and connected
more than 800 individuals with jobs, internships, or training opportunities. Kloth
describes it as “the e-harmony for job search.”
The longer-term vision is to expand to include small and medium-size businesses
that do not have extensive recruiting capabilities, and to expand the job-seeker pool
to include underemployed workers and help them get better jobs.43 It is also
considering expanding the platform throughout the state and partnering with
workforce boards. The platform is currently funded through a grant to CICP, and
services are free to employers as well as job-seekers.



Ascend Services works with employers to assess long-term talent needs and build
talent pipelines by bridging the gap between higher education and businesses. Kloth
believes that the Ascend Network platform will ultimately be able to highlight gap
areas for the region, enabling educational institutions to build training programs
based on local and regional demand rather than projections based on past needs.

Atlanta’s Committee for Progress
Atlanta’s Committee for Progress (ACP) is a CEO-led organization comprising some of the
largest corporations in Atlanta. It addresses issues pertaining to economic growth and
fostering the inclusion of all citizens in Atlanta’s prosperous economy. Its recently launched
Center for Workforce Innovation (CWI) at Atlanta Technical College was borne out of a study
by McKinsey & Co. that found that Atlanta performed poorly on several aspects of inclusion
compared to other peer metro areas. CWI brings together employers, workforce
development organizations, United Way, Goodwill, and a number of other civic entities to
work collectively to address workforce issues in Atlanta.

43

Indianapolis Business Journal. “Indy group raises $9M in effort to fill talent gap,” June 20, 2018.
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The focus is on improving educational outcomes and upskilling graduates into higher-paying
jobs, starting initially with three target sectors in which demand for skilled workers is large
and growing: skilled trades, aviation and information technology. In addition to the usual
education and training curricula included in similar initiatives, CWI offers extensive wraparound services to students to remove barriers that keep them from continuing their
education and training or from graduating.
For example, in 2017, 2,600 students were unenrolled at higher education institutions for
outstanding fee balances averaging $450. ACP now has a balance-forgiveness program for
eligible students, funded by companies participating in ACP. In addition, their Achievement
Facilitator Program provides “intensive, individualized evidence-based interventions and
support to foster student accountability and overall success. Achievement Facilitators
assess individual student needs and work with internal cross-functional teams and external
stakeholders to ensure students enrolled in high-demand career programs at ATC achieve
their maximum educational and vocational potential.”44

Business Models that Boost Worker Incomes
Alternative business models that emphasize worker prosperity are not new. Several of the
models outlined below have existed in the United States for many years. They may,
however, be gaining new significance as businesses try to broaden their appeal to attract
and retain workers, to actively address wealth disparity and economic mobility, or both.
According to the 2019 Deloitte Global Millennial Survey, only 28 percent of respondents think
that businesses should strive only for profit generation. In comparison, 35 percent of
millennials believe that businesses should strive to provide employment and create
opportunities, and 33 percent believe that businesses should try to enhance their workers’
livelihoods.45 The survey also found a strong correlation between respondents who stated
that their employers must deliver on “community impact, talent development, and diversity
and inclusion” and those who plan to stay with their organization for another five years.
Additionally, models outlined below have demonstrated financial benefits for employees,
albeit in different ways. For example, recent research on employee ownership and economic
well-being by the National Center for Employee Ownership (NCEO) finds significant financial
benefits for employee-owners: Median household net worth is 92 percent higher for
employee-owners overall, 79 percent higher for employee-owners of color, and 17 percent
higher for low-income employee-owners.46 In a 2014 survey by NCEO, workers in employeeownership plans were seven times less likely to report having been laid off in the previous
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LinkedIn. “Achievement Facilitator,” N.d.
Deloitte. “The Deloitte Global Millennial Survey 2019,” 2019.
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Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta. “Investing in America’s Workforce – Volume 2,” 2018.
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year relative to workers not in employee-ownership plans.47 These plans also have the
potential to improve worker well-being, encourage greater participation in decision-making
and lead to greater job satisfaction.
Most models also offer significant benefits for employers. For example, compared to
traditional businesses, a worker cooperative is likely to report an average of 4 to 5 percent
higher productivity levels.48 That’s partly attributed to workers being incentivized to increase
their efforts and enhance the overall performance of the firm in order to improve profits.
The profit-sharing mechanism potentially raises employee morale, which can also improve
the flow of information in the firm, particularly about better production methods.49
Whether a business is able to restructure as one of these business models depends on state
business regulations, industry type and size of business, among other factors.

Benefit corporations
A benefit corporation, or B corp, is a business committed to obligations of higher purpose,
accountability and transparency. They commit to creating public benefit and sustainable
value for all stakeholders, in addition to profits. They are also required to publicly share with
their shareholders how they balance these requirements.
Any for-profit company can incorporate or re-corporate as a B corp. Currently in the United
States, 31 states and the District of Columbia recognize B corps as legal entities. At least 32
countries have also now adopted B corp provisions.
Companies have the option of becoming certified B
Top business schools such
corps whether or not their states recognize the
as those at Columbia
designation legally. In order to be certified as a B
University, New York
corp, companies complete the B Impact Assessment,
a free online tool that scores the company’s
University, and Yale
performance in relation to its workers, customers,
provide loan forgiveness
community and environment. B Labs, a nonprofit
for MBA graduates if they
that developed the B corp structure and runs the
certification program, then verifies the score and
find jobs at a certified B
certifies the company as a B Corp if an 80-point bar is
Corp.
met. B Corp certification sends a strong message
that a company meets rigorous standards of social
and environmental performance, accountability and transparency.50

47

American Management Association. “How Employee Ownership Benefits Executives, Companies,
and Employees,” Jan, 24, 2019.
48
Fast Company. “More U.S. businesses are becoming worker co-ops: Here’s why,” May 21, 2018.
49
Democracy at Work Institute. “Business Ownership by Workers: Are Worker Cooperatives a Viable
Option?,” April 2011.
50
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B corps can provide a number of benefits for
businesses in terms of supply chains and attracting
investments.

On the other hand, some studies
show that working for a B corp
may lead to suppressed wages
for workers as they may seek
better alignment of personal
values with their employer’s
mission. It is possible that the
rate of growth of wages in
benefit corporations, as a
consequence, will not be as high
as that of a non-benefit
corporation.



B corps such as Ben & Jerry’s and Numi
Organic Tea are able to make decisions
regarding sourcing and procurement that
align with their values by requiring their
suppliers to take the B Impact Assessment. In
other words, the B corp concept has a
trickledown effect on companies that are not
B corps and have no desire to be one.



A certified B Corp receives a free rating from
the Global Impact Investment Rating System (GIIRS), which attracts many socially
responsible investors.



B corps are more likely to have increased access to capital from traditional private
equity investors. For example, Yerdle, an app for exchanging used goods, was
incorporated as a benefit corporation in 2012 and successfully raised $5 million from
venture capital groups. Benefit corporations are also supported by regulation
crowdfunding51 and crowdfunding platforms such as Wefunder (which is also the
first investment crowdfunding platform to become a benefit corporation).

Employee ownership
Employee ownership is an arrangement in which a company’s employees own shares in the
company’s stock. Shares can be distributed in multiple ways – ranging from grants to highly
structured plans – and can be used by companies to build employees’ retirement security,
boost company performance, provide a tax-advantaged way to sell a small business, reduce
a company’s tax burden, or give employees a voice in management.52 Some of the most
common forms of employee ownership are worker cooperatives and employee stock
ownership plans (ESOPs).

51

Regulation crowdfunding is a relatively new crowdfunding tool that allows private companies to
raise capital of up to $1.07 million annually by selling securities (stock shares, debt offerings) of their
company to the public online. This is particularly useful for those who can't access VCs or can't pitch
their product to people before the product exists. Regulation crowdfunding falls under the broader
umbrella of equity crowdfunding, which is different from the conventional crowdfunding in terms of
what is being sold. In equity crowdfunding, sale of securities means that the people who are investing
("funding") also have the opportunity to make a profit if it's a good investment and the company
grows. In conventional crowdfunding, the process is more one-off and the contract between the
company and the funder is over once the funder receives, for instance, a perk or discounted product.
52
National Center for Employee Ownership. “What is Employee Ownership?,” N.d.
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Worker cooperatives

Co-ops come in many different varieties.

A worker cooperative refers to a valuedriven business in which worker-members
democratically participate in the profits,
oversight, and often the management of
the enterprise. Most worker co-ops are
small businesses. Manufacturing and skilled
trades and, of late, the technology and
home care sectors have a strong worker
cooperative presence.53 Most of the
earnings and losses of a worker
cooperative are allocated to the workermembers based on patronage (e.g.
amount of hours worked), not capital
contribution.54 Co-ops are similar to
traditional businesses in that they aim to
create a profit and become self-sustaining.
Co-ops are different in that they often have
bottom lines aside from making a profit,
including worker well-being, community
well-being, and environmental sustainability.

Consumer-owned cooperatives are owned
by their customers. Many natural food coops, housing cooperatives, credit unions,
and retail stores (such as REI) are
organized this way.
Producer-owned cooperatives are usually
agriculture-based businesses, owned by
the farmers who supply raw materials to
the co-op. Many familiar brands are
organized this way, such as Cabot
Creamery and Ocean Spray.
Hybrid cooperatives have combined
membership categories. They maybe be
owned by both the workers and
consumers, for example, with board
members representing each group.

Alvarado Street Bakery
Based in Petaluma, California, Alvarado Street Bakery was incorporated as a worker
cooperative in 1980. Owned by more than 100 worker-owners, it is the largest cooperative
bakery in the United States, with over $25 million in annual revenues.
Alvarado currently distributes fresh bread around Northern California and works with
national distributors to send frozen bread to all 50 states and to several other countries. A
board of directors, comprising worker-owners, is elected by the larger worker-owner
membership. The board hires the CEO, who hires other managers and new employees, who
then become worker-owners. By adopting the co-op model, Alvarado’s worker-owners
initially agreed to a lower common wage in exchange for sweat equity in the business. This
generated the operating capital for the sustainability of the business. Today, Alvarado
rewards this sweat equity with higher wages, a low-deductible health insurance plan for
workers and their children, monthly retirement contributions, and the annual patronage
dividend.55
Competition with other players in the bakery industry increased during the economic
recession, but Alvarado reported minimal employee turnover. As worker-owners create
53
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long-term sustainability plans, Alvarado has also become non-GMO and been certified
organic. It sources its ingredients locally when possible, powers its bakery using solar energy,
and has adopted ways to reduce packaging and bakery waste.56
Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs)
An ESOP is a form of defined contribution plan through which the employer purchases
company securities for worker accounts. The employer makes contributions to the trust in
the form of company stock or cash to buy stock, and trust assets are allocated to employee
accounts based on each employee’s compensation. The employee is entitled to the value of
the account upon retirement or departure from the firm, subject to the company’s vesting
requirements.57
When companies sell equity to employees, they convert corporate and personal taxes into
tax-free capital appreciation. Therefore, the owner can sell 100 percent of the company,
receive tax-free proceeds and still maintain control of the company. By choosing to issue
treasury stock or newly issued stock to its ESOP, a company can also reduce its corporate
income taxes and increase its cash flow and net worth.58 By design, ESOPs benefit
employees who remain with the employer for the longest time and who contribute the most
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to the employer’s favorable performance outcomes. This can explain the low employee
turnovers and high productivity in ESOPs.59
Employees of ESOPs benefit by gaining assets that can potentially appreciate significantly
during their tenure at the company. The employee bears no cost for this benefit (as
compared to employee contributions in a 401k plan) since the asset is determined by his or
her contribution to the company.
Employees face significant income tax advantages, since they are not taxed on amounts
contributed by the employer to the ESOP or the income earned in it. When employees
receive the distribution, certain income calculation methods can reduce or defer the income
tax consequences of distribution.60
Publix Supermarkets
Publix Supermarkets is a chain of 1,136 supermarkets operating in the U.S. Southeast and
mid-Atlantic regions. It has 180,000 employees and is the nation’s largest employee-owned
company. Only current employees and the board of directors have access to the company
stock. Since its inception in 1974, the ESOP of Publix Supermarkets has recorded over a 15
percent average annual return. Moreover, Publix’s revenue rose from $27.7 billion in 2012 to
$34.3 billion in 2016, representing a compound annual growth rate of 4.35 percent. The
ESOP has also deterred unionization of workers, thereby preventing any potential workerled challenge to Publix’s mission.61
A dedicated Benefits Department houses the Retirement sub-division, which is responsible
for various functions in the ESOP – administering eligibility and enrollment, processing
distributions, and allocations.62 Other than the retirement assets that the ESOP creates for
its employees, all employees who put in 1,000 work hours per year receive an additional 8.5
percent of their total pay in the form of Publix stock. Employee participation is fostered via
surveys for feedback on the company’s leadership, business tools, policies and
compensation packages. Employees also are encouraged to rotate between different
business segments of the organization.
While the U.S. retail food industry records an employee turnover of 65 percent, Publix’s
annual employee turnover rate is 5 percent.63

Profit-sharing
Profit-sharing is a pay practice that awards employees a part of the company’s annual
profits. The pay arrangement can be formal, fully discretionary, a combination of the two, or
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part of a deferred retirement plan. In the United States, profit-sharing agreements can be
made for pension plans. Employers can make tax-deductible contributions to a 401(k) profitsharing plan, which helps the business minimize taxes and maximize savings.64
Businesses can incentivize workers for higher productivity, improve worker loyalty, and
potentially reduce turnover (and associated turnover costs) through profit-sharing. There is
some evidence that relative to conventional workforce development approaches, profitsharing can be carried out at a lower cost65 and in a shorter time frame66, and can have a
positive impact on a much greater number of low-wage workers.
Profit-sharing also has the potential to provide higher incomes and improve existing skills for
low-wage workers through learn-and-earn models. And since the economic gains of the firm
constitute an additional bonus to (and not a substitute for) fair wages, workers’ wages are
not put at risk during business downturns. The bonus can also be particularly beneficial to
workers that face challenges accessing traditional debt instruments, such as women and
people of color.
Case Study: Zingerman’s Community of Businesses
Zingerman’s was established in 1982 as a delicatessen in Ann Arbor, Michigan. It has since
grown into nine other independent businesses in the area, including a farm, creamery,
bakery, coffee company, and even a management consulting and training element.
Zingerman’s philosophy is that by investing in its employees, they in turn will invest their
effort to make the business more successful. Profit-sharing is one of the many ways that
Zingerman’s invests in its employees. It also pays all its employees hourly wages that are
much higher than usual ($15-30 an hour – approximately four times the minimum wage in
Michigan for tipped employees); invests in their continued education and training, as well as
extensive orientation courses for new employees; and offers employees the option to
purchase shares of the business.67 By paying employees well, Zingerman’s maintains higher
worker morale and productivity and keeps workers off public assistance programs.68
Turnover at Zingerman’s is reported to be half of the industry average.69 In June 2019,
Zingerman’s employed 700 workers and recorded estimated annual revenue of $65 million,
with over 190 employee owners and 20 managing partners.70
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It follows a system of open book management, sharing detailed information on its financial
performance with all employees. This transparency helps employees make better decisions
regarding their own performance in the firm.71

What Is the Role for EDOs?
The cases and examples above are intended to give economic developers ideas and
information about strategies employers are using to fill open positions, which also have the
benefit of boosting income for workers. The initiatives featured are being implemented by
individual companies, networks of companies, partnerships, and among employers
community-wide. And though the aim of this paper has been to profile efforts led or initiated
primarily by employers, economic developers still have important roles to play.
Share information. Economic developers can refer to the solutions profiled here when talking
with employers who face similar challenges in their communities. Business owners and
managers are likely to see more value in strategies implemented by other firms than those
suggested in the abstract.
Make connections to catalyze solutions. Economic developers are in the ideal position to
synthesize what they hear from individual employers, identify common themes, and bring
businesses together to discuss and develop joint solutions. They also are often the ones
who have the knowledge and connections to identify and bring in community partners who
can help.
Provide a reality check, when necessary. Sometimes, employers can use an outside
perspective to help them understand their labor force challenges. They may not be aware
that their management style, policies or pay scales are outdated regarding the needs and
expectations of today’s workers. (Employers in this situation may or may not trust the input
of an outside party such as an economic developer; it depends on some combination of
company management, any existing relationship between an EDO and employer, and the
EDO’s reputation as an honest broker in the community.)
So when a company has difficulty hiring and asks an EDO for assistance, the most helpful
thing an economic developer may be able to offer is a chance to self-evaluate – e.g., by
asking questions about skill levels and qualifications required for entry-level positions; wage
levels; benefits offered; scheduling strategies (number of hours, consistency), etc. The Little
Rock Chamber of Commerce, for example, uses a survey based on industry benchmarks to
help employers understand where their hiring and retention policies line up with those of
other employers in their field.
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In an era of full employment, nearly all businesses could ask EDOs to help with their
workforce challenges. But given limited time and resources, EDOs must focus their efforts
where they can have the greatest impact. After all, there’s not much they can do to mitigate
the workforce challenges of an employer who pays $1.50 an hour less than a similar firm
down the road. Rather, they can prioritize assistance to firms that have a history or
willingness to invest in their employees.

Conclusion
Across the United States, businesses are changing their employment strategies in response
to today’s tight labor market. Some are investing in upskilling or training new or prospective
workers; implementing initiatives that improve job attainment and retention; raising wages,
or some combination of strategies. For others, alternative business models are an effective
way to attract and retain employees. The strategies profiled here also have the benefit of
making work more attainable, secure and rewarding for low- and middle-skill workers.
Even though employers are the ones who are best able to solve their workforce problems
and improve prosperity for workers, economic developers are likely to have a role to play in
meeting businesses’ workforce needs for the foreseeable future, and so benefit from the
knowledge of other employers’ strategies.
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